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El-Sadat an die Moslembrüder: Akzeptiert die neue
Realität, bevor es zu spät ist und ihr es bereut
Anwar El-Sadat ist einer der führenden politischen Intellektuellen
Ägyptens und Neffe des 1982 ermordeten Präsidenten Anwar ElSadat. In seiner Erklärung vom 17. Juli 2013 fordert er die
Moslembruderschaft und ihren politischen Arm, die „Partei für
Freiheit und Gerechtigkeit“, auf, die Absetzung von Präsident
Mohamed Mursi am 03. Juli 2013 zu akzeptieren. Der Autor setzt auf
die junge Generation unter den Moslembrüdern, die bereits Stimmen
zur Absetzung der „Alten Garde“ sammeln. Außerdem ruft er zur
Wiederherstellung des Rechts gegen Gesetzesbrecher und ihrer
agitatorischen Hintermänner auf und verurteilt Kollektivstrafen gegen
die Mitglieder der Moslembruderschaft und islamischer Gruppen.

It has become so clear that there is a real difficulty in reaching an
agreement or reconciliation between the leaders of the Muslim
Brotherhood and the Freedom and Justice Party on the one side and
the army, the police and the rest of the Egyptians on the other. They
seem to have no intentions to accept the accomplished fact or the
new situation that was imposed by the will of the people. But we
must not despair; we must support the second tier leaders and the
young Brotherhood members so they can integrate with us in the
political process and share in building the society with a new thinking
and a national vision for coexistence.

I expect we will see some cases of violence and turmoil that will last
for a while, especially with the beginning of investigating the charges
against the president and the leaders of his group. It is also
necessary to apprehend all the red-handed perpetrators and
instigators alike. We must quickly reconsider the laws related to
political work to prevent the involvement of religion in politics and its
conflicts, and to criminalize forming any parties on a religious basis.
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Out of respect for the rights and freedoms we must release all the
political activists and detainees who have not been accused, and we
must reopen the religious channels which were closed, as long as
they abide by the professional impartiality and avoid sedition.

The Egyptian media with all its institutions and all the politicians
advocating for the civil state must bear responsibility at this critical
juncture and their message must invite everyone to participate in
building the society and integrating it together to begin a new era
where we all participate with our effort and dedication for a better
future for Egypt. The MBs must not complicate things with
statements, actions and behaviors that create between them and the
rest of the Egyptians estrangement and hatred eliminating any
chances of their continuation in the political and social work. They
must know that the European West (the United States) has realized
that what happened is a popular revolution and they declared their
full bias to the will of the people.

We all reject any form of collective punishment on the members of
the Muslim Brotherhood and the Islamic groups, but they must also
be aware that there are other Egyptians who live with them on the
same homeland and who want to enjoy security and stability. The
opportunity is still favorable for joining hands and lining up behind
what is agreed upon for the roadmap that was set by the interim
president and the armed forces to manage the transitional stage so
we can start racing in building the nation and overcoming the real
problems and crises that require solving as soon as possible.

-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-

